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The picture illustrates an active line stopping with bypass connection.

No interruption of heating and cooling  
during maintenance in critical environment

A development of the Rudbeck Laboratory in Uppsala required an un-
interrupted transfer of existing heating and cooling pipes associated
with the air treatment of the laboratory. Proco Services line stopping
and bypass technology assured that the development could be done
without impacting the sensitive laboratory environment.

The Rudbeck Laboratory at Uppsala University is conducting research
within genetics, cancer and pathology in a laboratory environment which
is highly sensitive to external interferences. During the ongoing re-
newal and expansion of the laboratory one upgrades was a new washing 
facility, a so-called autoclave. The location of the autoclave caused a  
relocation of some heating and cooling pipes in the laboratory environ-
ment. The type of activity the laboratory conducts requires that instal-
l
research environment.
ation and relocation of pipes does not affect air treatment in the

 

Proco Services was hired for this task, and used a line stopping equip- 
ment with bypass function to ensure a continuos flow in the system be-
fore the line stopping took place. Once the bypass was activated the line
stop could be performed, which then enabled the task of connecting the
new pipes. Proco technicians finalized the project by releasing the flow
into the new pipes before they disconnected the temporary bypasses
and resealed all boreholes. The entire  project could be completed
without interruption in the sensitive laboratory environment.

  

 

Smooth change of cooling plant
Before the installation of a new cooling
plant at S:t Göran Hospital in Stockholm,
Proco assisted with hot tapping for the
connection of bypass pipes. Proco tech-
nicians later performed line stopping to
facilitate installment of new valves,
which was done as a preparatory work
for an uninterrupted connection of a 
new cooling plant.
   The entire procject was performed
without any impact on hospital 
activities.

Great interest for 
Proco Services at the 
Nordic District Heating fair
The three days of the Nordic District
Heating fair gave us the opportunity
to show the functionality of our 
various types of line stopping tools 
and how they can be used to ensure 
uninterrupted maintenance. The
visitors were very interested in our
services, especially when our sales-
person showed how the resealing
of the boreholes works. Our new
24 bar line stopping tool was an-
other very popular object exhibited 
at the fair.

Proco Services stand at the Nordic District 
Heating fair 2016.


